
How Axis Finance is
reducing loan disbursal 
time for personal and 
business loans by 60%



Axis Info Sheet

THE TWO PILLARS OF AXIS FINANCE’S STRATEGY

Axis Finance seeks to differentiate itself from a crowded market by:

Having unique customer centric loan journeys with a focus on
continuous digital transformation
 
Having a strategic branch model with lean team structures
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Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

In recent times, we’ve seen the world going through a massive turmoil, after the 
outbreak of COVID-19. The only way ahead for any organization is to embrace 
the continuous technological advancement and new means of interaction with 
government, businesses, and citizens. We, at AFL, have been proactive in
introducing state-of-the-art technology in our process and products in order to
present innovative, simple and seamless loan journeys to our customers.

Axis Finance is a wholly owned subsidiary of Axis 
Bank. It’s vision is to be the preferred financial 
solution provider for individuals and businesses 
alike by excelling in customer delivery through
insights, empowered employees and smart use
of technology

Initially Axis Finance focused on wholesale
lending solutions to corporate customers across
geographies. In 2018, Axis Finance decided to 
expand into the retail lending business to diversify 
its product and customer segment - starting first 
with Consumer Finance and then quickly expanding 
into secured and unsecured retail lending products



THE IMPORTANCE OF PAPERWORK IN
FUELLING AXIS FINANCE’S BUSINESS

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

In both flows – whether it’s the customer loan flow or the DSA/Vendor flow – 
there is a lot of paper involved!

In a typical loan journey, there are a lot of documents that need to be signed either by 
the customer or Axis Finance (and sometimes both!)

Loan Documentation

Application Forms

Undertakings

Loan Agreements

Declarations

Affidavits

Insurance Forms

These documents need to be signed for two main purposes:

Regulatory purposes

Axis Finance’s own internal legal and compliance needs

Axis Finance reaches its customers across the country through a wide network of Ven-
dors and Direct Selling Agents (“DSAs”). Often, the customer’s primary interaction with 
Axis Finance is through these vendors/DSAs!

Given the critical responsibilities entrusted on DSAs - Axis Finance is required to sign 
multiple documents with them - for regulatory and security purposes:

But a paper based document execution process 
created a huge problem for Axis Finance. That’s 
why they decided to shift to a completely
paperless document execution flow.

DSA/Vendor Onboarding

Non-Disclosure Agreements

Agency Agreements

Purchase Orders

Payment Invoices

We caught up with Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects at Axis Finance to discuss
Axis Finance’s problems with paper - and how they are solving this problem
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AXIS FINANCE’S OLD
PAPER BASED PROCESS

- Dhairya Shah, Head Projects @ Axis Finance

You need to do a lot of inventory and logistics 
management because you need to meet the 
customer or vendor physically to get it done. 
Sometimes the customer is not available to
sign the document – so you have to take an
appointment.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Once the application is
approved, a sales officer takes 
the physical booklet and fills up 
to 60 fields.  It takes close to 30 
minutes to fill and also is subject 
to manual correction because
the officer might make some 
mistakes.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Then the customer needs to spend close to 
20 minutes in signing all documents one by 
one. Once it is signed by the customer it has 
to flow in the reverse direction – customer 
gives it to DSA, DSA gives it to our officer 
and our officer brings it back to our ops 
team.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Over and above this – there is a cost of 
storage of physical documents – be it
putting it into an envelope, paying an 
agency to collect and archive it, paying 
annual storage costs, etc.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Since there are physical documents
there is also a chance of damage
to the original copies.

- Dhairya Shah, Head Projects @ Axis Finance

when the sales officer receives the document, 
they also need to co-ordinate with the stamping 
vendor to get the documents stamped and also 
manage the cash and payment to be made to 
the stamping vendor.

STEP 1
Loan is

approved

STEP 2
Sales Officer

prints the
booklet

STEP 3
SO fills the

physical booklet
after loan approval
(60 fields, 30 mins)

STEP 8
DSA send the

document back
to Sales officer

STEP 9
Sales Officer

gets the document
stamped

STEP 7
Customer sends
the doc to DSA

STEP 6
Customer signs all
the documents one

by one (20 mins)

STEP 11
Ops team stores

the final document

STEP 12
Loan is

disbursed

STEP 10
Stamped

Document is
sent to the
ops team

STEP 4
SO travels to

DSA to submit
the docket

STEP 5
DSA representative
travels to customers

office/residence

Dhairya Shah, Head Projects @ Axis Finance

This overall process was very cumbersome
and it used to take 3 – 5 days to get just
one agreement executed!



EXPLORING SOLUTIONS
FOR THE PAPER PROBLEM
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Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

We internally brainstormed on what internal processes can be optimized to 
reduce the visits and manually filling up the loan agreement. First, we worked 
with our core LOS system to generate a pre-filled loan agreement from the 
system. We successfully implemented this process

Axis Finance’s preliminary fix
- pre-filled agreements through its LOS….

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

While this process solves for errors and mistakes – it doesn’t solve for TAT re-
duction. The overall process still took 3 to 5 days. In addition, it doesn’t solve for 
stamping – which involved the entire logistics of managing payments by the 
central office. We needed a solution that solved for both outstanding issues – 
the physical visits to the customer/vendor/DSA and the entire stamping process.

….But this process didn’t
solve the core problem...

...Then Axis Finance evaluated
Leegality - and it was a perfect match!

The ideology of Leegality matches ours – solving complex problems with a simple and
intuitive journey for both internal and external users. All the logistical problems arising
out of our document execution such as  filling the agreement, visiting customer, stamping
and internal storage processes – were being solved for through Leegality

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance



STEP 1
Loan is approved

STEP 2
Every 30 minutes, Axis Finance’s Ops 

team sends out signing invites to
multiple borrowers simultaneously

via Leegality Excel Upload. Leegality
ensures agreements are pre-filled

and eStamped automatically.

STEP 3
Customer’s receive pre-filled

agreement kit via SMS/Email. They 
then eSign the entire agreement with 
a single Aadhaar eSign transaction

STEP 4
Both Axis Finance and Customer

receive final eSigned and eStamped 
agreement instantly. Document and 
audit trail are automatically stored

in Axis Finance’s servers

STEP 5
Loans are disbursed

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

There are no logistical issues. You don’t
have an employee, DSA, customer trying to 
manage appointments to meet each other 
physically

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Customers are now able to view pre-filled 
agreements before signing. In the industry, 
the practice of getting blank agreements 
signed is still quite common – where the 
customer doesn’t know what they are 
signing and often feel cheated. Leegality 
ensures this is completely taken out of the 
question.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

They can sign in comfort right from their 
sofa using their mobile or computer. Its so 
seamless and simple – they view docu-
ment, enter their Aadhaar number, get 
OTP, enter OTP and done.

- Dhairya Shah, Head
Projects @ Axis Finance

Customer satisfaction has improved a lot – 
once they sign they get the agreement 
within 15 seconds of signing in their
Mailbox

Through this process, our TAT on
Disbursement has reduced by almost
60% with a fully paperless journey.

Dhairya Shah, Head Projects @ Axis Finance

E-SIGN HERE

CONTRACT

AXIS FINANCE’S NEW DIGITAL
DOCUMENT EXECUTION PROCESS



HOW HAS LEEGALITY IMPACTED AXIS
FINANCE’S SALES TEAM AND CUSTOMERS?
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Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

Leegality has been a game changer for our frontend Sales Team. We have got a 
lot of appreciation and acknowledgement about how seamless life has become 
for them after Leegality. 

During lockdowns and generally in the pandemic, they were not able to meet 
customers physically – Leegality solves this problem for them. They are also now 
able to manage their work-life balance better with e-Agreement and e-Stamp in 
place

A) Axis Finance’s Sales Team has
been liberated from paperwork

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

Leegality has also been a gamechanger for the customer experience

Customers feel more secure
Customers are now able to view pre-filled agreements before signing. In the
industry, the practice of getting blank agreements signed is still quite common – 
where the customer doesn’t know what they are signing and often feel cheated. 
Leegality ensures this is completely taken out of the question. There is no longer 
debate or complaint later on that the customer was made to sign a blank
agreement.

Customers feel more comfortable
The customer signing process is so simple now. There is no DSA calling them, no 
sales manager calling them, they don’t need to plan or coordinate for a physical 
visit anymore. They can sign in comfort right from their sofa using their mobile or 
computer. Its so seamless and simple – they view document, enter their Aadhaar 
number, get OTP, enter OTP and done.

B) Axis Finance has transformed
their customer experience



FEATURE SPOTLIGHT
TWO LEEGALITY SUPERFEATURES

THAT ARE MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
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Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

Leegality excel upload feature gives us the option to scale up  operations via initiating 
the workflow for multiple customers simultaneously. We don’t have to trigger signing 
invitations one by one for each customer. Every half an hour we trigger the requests 
received from customer.

Customers are more satisfied as they don’t have long wait times to
receive documents for singing and can complete the overall execution 
process in a jiffy.

Our internal ops team can now multi-task and manage things
digitally rather than managing physical documents. They don’t have 
to do this activity of processing and sending documents for archival. 
This actually also improves their overall work-life balance!

Automation at Scale with Excel Upload

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

One of the major reasons we chose Leegality was that it resolved logistics and 
expense management issues that we were facing with the physical stamping 
process. In a typical stamping process – we’d have to coordinate with the 
stamping vendor, ensure inventory is available, give them denominations etc.
All of this requires a lot of effort at our end.

Leegality’s stamping addressed this problem completely. Leegality has tie ups 
with vendors across all states Axis Finance operates in. Leegality also helped 
eliminate the process of physical procurement of stamp paper – resulting in 
easier expense management.

Hassle-Free Digital Stamping with Dynamic Stamping



How setting up and using
Leegality has been for Axis Finance
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Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

The success of any digital innovation can be measured in one simple way- how 
well can a non-IT person connect with the system and work seamlessly. We feel 
that Leegality platform scores full marks in this section. 

Currently, it’s being managed by the Operations department with minimal
support required from the core IT support team. Setting up a workflow and
defining various parameters has been extremely simple. We didn’t face any 
major glitch at any point in time both before and after going live.  

Leegality is easy to implement and manage

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

The overall interaction with Leegality support and implementation teams was 
very smooth and satisfying. The team has always taken up responsibility to 
ensure urgent requirements are met in a reasonable time period. Overall Support 
TAT has been very encouraging. The way that the Leegality team takes the
responsibility and supports us in terms of removing the minor and major
obstacles is commendable.

Leegality provides responsive support

How Axis Finance squeezes
extra value from Leegality 

Axis Finance performs extensive analysis of Leegality’s daily Automated Reports
feature This helps them constantly monitor utilisation of Leegality and measure its 
success.

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

Leegality’s Automated Reports feature feature is essential to monitor the overall 
usage and consumption matrix. When you come to office everyday – you see an 
automated email telling you how much conversion has happened the previous 
day. This helps both the management as well as operations team to measure the 
success of the tool. We are doing extensive analysis of the MIS reports now to 
see how the digital execution process can help with other use cases.



Axis Finance’s old
Document Execution Process

Time-consuming
Document execution takes
3 to 5 days for a single
document

High risk of damage
Physical documents
prone to damage -
putting Axis Finance’s
legal rights at risk

High Storage Costs
Cost of envelopes, paying
an agency to collect and
archive documents, paying
annual storage costs etc.

Shackled by paperwork
Axis Finance’s operations
team had to spend a lot of
time processing and sending
documents

Axis Finance’s Leegality-powered
Document Execution Process

Super-fast 
Document execution
completed in minutes

No risk of damage
No paper involved –
means no damage!

Zero storage costs
Agency and warehouse
for storage completely
eliminated

Liberated from paperwork
Axis Finance’s operations
team can multi-task and is
now more productive

AXIS FINANCE HAS DIGITALLY
TRANSFORMED THEIR PAPERWORK

Dhairya Shah, Head - Projects @ Axis Finance

It has been now more than 6 months since we adopted Leegality. And today 
more than 90% of our  personal loan agreement kits are being executed 
through Leegality close to 80% of our business loan agreement kits are 
being executed through Leegality and 100% of our DSA payments are made 
on the basis of e-Invoices generated and signed through the Leegality platform. 
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Get your free consultation with our
Document Experts today!

Book a Callhttps://www.leegality.com/contact-us
Product demo tailor-made

for your use case
We’ll give you a FREE

sandbox account right away

Are you ready to join them?

Like Axis Finance, more than 1000+ other
top Indian businesses are using Leegality

to digitally transform their paperwork
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